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Abstract

Salman Parsa‡
a closed curve c is a continuous map from the unit
circle into X; that curve is contractible if and only
if there exists a continuous map from the unit disk
into X whose restriction to the unit circle equals c.
In general, two loops (with the same basepoint) are
homotopic if there exists a continuous deformation
between them fixing the basepoint; the set of homotopy classes is a group, called the fundamental group
of X and denoted by π1 pXq. Deciding contractibility
of a curve amounts to deciding whether that curve is
in the trivial homotopy class.

We present an algorithm for the following problem.
Given a triangulated 3-manifold M and a (possibly
non-simple) closed curve on the boundary of M , decide whether this curve is contractible in M . Our
algorithm is combinatorial and runs in exponential
time. This is the first algorithm that is specifically
designed for this problem; its running time considerably improves upon the existing bounds implicit in
the literature for the more general problem of contractibility of closed curves in a 3-manifold. The
proof of the correctness of the algorithm relies on
methods of 3-manifold topology and in particular on 1.1 Deciding Contractibility
those used in the proof of the Loop Theorem.
Decision problems related to homotopy of curves have
been considered from a combinatorial and algorithmic viewpoints for more than a century. Dehn [6]
1 Introduction
describes a combinatorial procedure to determine
whether a closed curve on a surface (or 2-dimensional
Computational topology provides algorithms for
manifold) is contractible; his algorithm can be antopological problems. Among the most natural conalyzed [7], and is a fundamental tool in geometric
cepts in topology lies that of homotopy, which formalgroup theory [10]. Much more recently, Lazarus and
izes the notion of deformation. In particular, a closed
Rivaud [18] and Erickson and Whittlesey [9] develop
curve in a topological space X is contractible if it can
linear-time algorithms for the contractibility problem
be continuously deformed in X so as to become a sin(and the more general free homotopy problem) on a
gle point. More precisely, in a topological space X,
surface.
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sents the identity in the group. This implies that
the contractibility problem is also undecidable for 4manifolds. See, e.g., Stillwell [26] for more details.
Between surfaces and 4-manifolds lies the case of
3-manifolds possibly with boundary (e.g., of nice subsets of R3 ). This is much more general than surfaces,
and in general 3-dimensional topology is extremely
more intricate than surface topology; for example,
the classification of surfaces has been known for a
century, while that of 3-manifolds requires, e.g., the
proof of the Poincaré conjecture by Perelman [20, 21].
The general contractibility problem for 3-manifolds
is known to be decidable, but the complexity of the
problem has not been made explicit; see, e.g., Aschenbrenner et al. [3, Section 4.1], [2]. Most of the literature concentrates on different measures of complexity
of the contractibility problem (e.g., automaticity and
isoperimetric inequalities [8]).

1.2

clear. For constant m, the algorithm runs in nondeterministic polynomial time, see the remark in Appendix B.
The same problem restricted to the case of simple closed curves, without self-intersections, has been
(somewhat implicitly) studied in connection to the
unknot problem [12, 1], leading to an algorithm with
similar running time. It is also known that in this special case the problem is in NP. We do not know if this
is the case for the curves with self-intersections. In
addition to be explicit and implementable, the complexity of our algorithm is a considerable improvement over existing implicit bounds for the general
contractibility problem1 .
We remark that a singular disk bounding the given
curve c of the theorem can also be found in time
exppOppm ` n ` tq2 qq. However, to make the presentation simple, we will not give a formal proof of
this statement. The singular disk then has size of the
same order as the complexity of the algorithm.

Our Result

In this paper, we present an algorithm for deciding
whether an input closed curve on the boundary BM
of an input 3-manifold M is contractible in M or not.
The 3-manifold is represented by a triangulation, an
abstract set of tetrahedra whose faces are glued combinatorially in pairs. The input curve is represented
by a piecewise linear (PL) closed curve on the boundary. We assume that the curve is in general position,
by which we mean that its singularities consist of simple crossings of (images of) two edges. Our algorithm
runs in time exponential in (the square of) the size
of the input. More precisely:

1.3

Related Work in 3-Manifolds

The unknot problem. The unknot problem is to
determine whether a simple closed polygonal curve
in R3 is isotopic to a standard circle, or an unknot. This is one of the most central problems in 3dimensional computational topology, shown to be decidable by Haken [11]. More recently, Hass et al. [12]
prove that the problem is in NP. In the very recent
years, Kuperberg has shown that it is in co-NP assuming the generalized Riemann hypothesis [16], and
then Lackenby has announced that it is in co-NP unconditionally [17]. However, whether the problem is
Theorem 1.1 Let T be a triangulation of a 3- polynomial-time solvable remains a challenging open
manifold M and let c : S 1 Ñ BM be an arbitrary problem.
general position PL curve on the boundary of M . Let
To provide a polynomial-size certificate for cont be the number of tetrahedra in T , m the number
tractibility, Hass et al. [12] use normal surface theof self-intersection points of c, and n the number of
ory developed by Haken [11] together with tools by
edges of c. Then there is an algorithm that decides
1 This implicit bound for the complexity of the word probwhether c is contractible in exp pOpm ` n ` tq2 q time.
lem in 3-manifolds seems to be triply exponential. This follows
from the exponential lower bounds for the isoperimetric function of a presentation of the fundamental group of a 3-manifold,
see [8, Theorem 8.1.3]. Then the the trivial algorithm for solving the word problem, see [8, Theorem 2.2.5, Lemma 2.2.4], is
at least triply exponential in the worst case. See also [3].

With our choice of representation of c, we may have
m “ Θpn2 q. If we require that no two edges of c
cross except at a common endpoint, then m “ Opnq.
However, we want to make the dependency on m
2

Schubert [23] and Jaco and Tollefson [15], which provide a compact encoding of some “nice” embedded
surfaces in triangulated 3-manifolds. This leads to
an exponential-time algorithm for the contractibility problem for simple curves on the boundary of a
3-manifold. Our result essentially provides an algorithm with similar running time for the more general case of possibly non-simple closed curves on the
boundary of a 3-manifold. (Incidentally, the above
discussion indicates that studying contractibility of
curves on the boundary of a 3-manifold is rather natural.)
Agol et al. [1] extend significantly the results of
Hass et al. [12] to prove that for an arbitrary knot
in a given orientable 3-manifold, deciding if the knot
bounds an embedded orientable surface of genus less
than a given integer g is NP-complete. The unknot
problem is the case where g “ 0.

that is contractible in M . Then there is a simple
non-contractible closed curve in BM that bounds an
embedded disk in M .
Intuitively, if our input curve c is non-contractible
in BM but contractible in M , this theorem tells us
that there is a simple curve non-contractible in BM
but contractible in M . The proof of the loop theorem
is actually constructive (although the complexity in
the number of steps cannot be bounded efficiently).
At a very high level, revisiting the proof of the extensions of the loop theorem, namely those of Shapiro
and Whitehead [24] and of Stallings [25], allows us to
express the homotopy class of c on BM as a product
of (exponentially many) homotopy classes of simple
curves on BM , such that if all these simple curves are
contractible in M , then so is the original curve c, and
vice versa. In the course of our algorithm, we rely on
two known algorithms: (1) we need to be able to decide whether a simple curve on BM is contractible
in M ; as mentioned above, algorithms for this purpose have been developed by Haken and Schubert as
analyzed by Hass et al. [12] and Agol et al. [1]; (2)
we need to check whether our input curve c is homotopic, in BM , to the concatenation of some other
curves; algorithms for this purpose have been developed by Lazarus and Rivaud [18] and Erickson and
Whittlesey [9].
As an application of the methods of this paper, we
also state the following theorem, which follows from a
version of the Loop Theorem that we state and prove.
See Appendix D for the proof.

Immersed normal surfaces. A natural idea for
solving the contractibility problem of a non-simple
curve c is to look for a singular (not necessarily embedded) disk bounded by c. However, by design, normal surface theory cannot handle non-embedded surfaces. Recently, Burton et al. [4] studied a natural
generalization of normal surfaces that could in principle handle surfaces that are not necessarily embedded. However, they prove that it is NP-hard to decide
whether such a relaxed normal surface corresponds
to an immersed surface, or equivalently whether it
corresponds to a surface without a branchpoint. In
any case, there is no bound known on the complexity of a singular disk bounding a non-simple curve on
the boundary, other than those given by the implicit
bounds on the general word problem for 3-manifolds.
New bounds follow from our algorithm.

Theorem 1.3 The following problem is in NP.
Given a manifold M and an arbitrary PL curve c on
a boundary component of M that is a torus, decide if
c is contractible in M .

The rest of the article is organized as follows. After the preliminaries (Section 2), we describe the alThe main inspiration for our algorithm comes from gorithm in Section 3. That section is written with
the celebrated Loop Theorem, proved by Papakyri- as little reference to topological arguments as possiakopoulos [19], a version of which can be stated as ble, for the sake of clarity. Finally, Section 4 gives
a proof of correctness with details in the Appendix.
follows:
Although the algorithm as described in Section 3 may
Theorem 1.2 Let M be any 3-manifold. Suppose seem a bit artificial, it will be enlightened after readthat there is a non-contractible closed curve c in BM ing the proof of correctness.

1.4

Overview

3

2

Preliminaries

In this section we bring necessary background material used in the algorithm and the proof of its correctness.

2.1

Basic Definitions

Conventions. Without loss of generality, we assume that the given curve c is a PL map in general
position on the triangulated surface BM , by which
we mean that it has finitely many self-intersection
points, each of which is a double point where the in- Figure 1: the two possible smoothings of a selftersection is transversal.
intersection
Notations. By D we mean a triangulated 2-disk.
We denote the homotopy class of a curve c1 in M
by rc1 s and the homotopy class of c1 in BM by rc1 sB .
The basepoint for the fundamental groups is always
a fixed point of BM . In general we use subscripts
to record the space in which a homotopy class is
computed. By a subcurve of c we mean any curve
c1 : S 1 Ñ cpS 1 q Ă BM . Let I denote the unit interval. The number of elements of a set A is denoted by
#A. A map of a pair f : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q is a
map f : D Ñ M such that f pBDq Ă BM . Moreover,
we always will assume f pDq X BM “ f pBDq.

open unit ball in R3 or the closed half-ball tpx, y, zq P
R3 | x2 ` y 2 ` z 2 ă 1, x ě 0u. A triangulation T of
a 3-manifold is the combinatorial data of a number t
of tetrahedra, with the information of a gluing between some pairs of their faces (i.e., identification of
triangles), such that the resulting topological space,
after gluing, equals M . (In particular, without loss of
generality, T could be chosen as a 3-dimensional simplicial complex.) Checking whether such a gluing of
tetrahedra actually defines a 3-manifold with boundary is easy and standard, see, e.g., [1]; one needs to
check that (i) each triangle is incident to at most
two tetrahedra, (ii) no edge is identified with itself in
Smoothings of a curve in a 2-manifold. Let reverse, (iii) the tetrahedra incident to a given very P cpS 1 q be a double point of c on BM . There are tex are “sphere-like” or “disk-like” (technically, the
two ways to modify the curve c in a small neighbor- link of each vertex is a 2-dimensional sphere or a 2hood of c´1 pyq, while staying on BM , such that the dimensional disk).
self-intersection y is “resolved”. These are depicted
in Figure 1. Observe that one of the possibilities re- Good singular disks. Let f : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q
sults in two curves and the other in a single curve. be a singular disk. We also refer to the image of f
These operations are called the smoothings of c at y. as the singular disk. For the purposes of the algoNow fix a choice of smoothing for a subset of self- rithm, we need only deal with a very simple type of
intersection points of c and change the curve accord- singular disks which we define in this paragraph. See
ingly. The result is a collection of closed curves, that Appendix A for the description of singularities of a
we say are obtained from c by a choice of smoothing singular disk in general position.
for the self-intersection points in the subset.
For any map f the singular set Spf q of f is defined
to be the closure of the set tx P D, #f ´1 pf pxqq ą 1u.
Triangulations of 3-manifolds. A 3-manifold Moreover, let Si pf q “ tx P Spf q, #f ´1 pf pxqq “ iu.
(with boundary) is a topological space in which ev- In this paper we almost exclusively work with singuery point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the lar disks f in general position with S1 pf q “ Sě3 pf q “
4

H. We call such a singular disk a good singular disk.
This assumption leaves us with only points in S2 pf q.
It is now very easy to see that the set f pSpf qq of singular values of f forms a set of disjoint simple curves,
each of which is either a closed double curve, a closed
curve lying entirely in the interior of M or a double arc, a path intersecting BM exactly at its endpoints, which are points of self-intersections of the
boundary curve f |BD. A double curve means either
a closed double curve or a double arc. The preimage
of (the image of) a double arc a under f consists of
two disjoint chords of the disk D, and a maps each
one homeomorphically onto its image. If a is a closed
double curve then its preimage under f consists of
two disjoint circles or one circle that covers the image twice, since a is locally a homeomorphism and
hence a covering map. We note however that not
all closed curves in BM that are contractible in M
bound good singular disks; in particular, in order for
this property to hold, the number of self-intersections
of the curve has to be even.

2.2

Hence, given a good singular disk bounding a curve,
we can always obtain a good singular disk without
closed double curves. The next lemma takes care of
the double arcs which are more troublesome.
Lemma 2.2 ([14, Lemma 4.7]) Let M be a 3manifold and f : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q be a general position map. Suppose f is a good map and
consider a double arc α. Then given any neighborhood U of αpIq, there are general position maps
f0 , f1 : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q satisfying (for i “ 0, 1):
(i) fi has at least one double arc less than f , namely
α, (ii) fi pDq Ă f pDq Y U , and (iii) rf |BDsB lies in
the smallest normal subgroup of π1 pBM q containing
rf0 |BDsB and rf1 |BDsB .
With our assumption on f , the double arcs of f can
be removed one by one, until the map becomes an
embedding. However, the result may be a disk whose
boundary is not homotopic to f |BD in BM . From
part (iii) of the lemma it follows that if rf |BDsB is not
trivial in BM , then not both rf0 |BDsB and rf1 |BDsB
are trivial in BM . We note that this is the classical
application of part (iii) of the lemma.
Assume f is a good general position map. Let
c “ f |BD be the curve on the boundary. The double arcs of f define a pairing of the self-intersection
points of f |BD. The above lemma can be explained
as follows. A double arc α is removed by cutting the
image of f open along the image of α and then gluing
back the pieces in two possible ways. Figure 1 can be
thought to be a cross section of a tube neighborhood
of the singular arc for the two different possibilities.
One of these cases results in a singular disk which
is “smaller” than the original singular disk and removes a part of the original singular disk, we denote
this by case 0 and the resulting map by f0 . The
other map is not essentially “simpler” than the original one and we denote it by case 1 and the resulting
map by f1 . See Figure 2 for an example. The curves
fi |BD are closed curves obtained by smoothing the
two self-intersections at the ends of the double arc.
Recall that there exist four choices of smoothing for
the two self-intersection points of the curve. Two
of these choices result in two curves, one gives three
curves and one keeps the curve connected. The cutand-paste resulting in f0 breaks the curve into three

Removing Singularities by Cut
and Paste

We assume that f : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q is a good
singular disk. There is a process for changing the
map f in a neighborhood of (the preimage of) double
curves so as to change it into an embedding. We refer
to this process as cut-and-paste. There are two main
lemmas; see [14, Chapter 4] for proofs of the lemmas
in this section.
Lemma 2.1 ([14, Lemma 4.6]) Let M be a 3manifold and f : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q a general position map. Suppose f is a good map and consider
a closed double curve α. Then given any neighborhood U of αpS 1 q in M , there is a general position
map f0 : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q satisfying : (i) f0
has one less closed double curve, i.e., misses α, (ii)
f0 pDq Ă f pDq Y U , and (iii) f0 agrees with f outside
of a (preassigned) neighborhood of the 2-disk(s) in D
bounded by f ´1 pαpS 1 qq.
Observe that “resolving” the closed double curve
α does not change the map f on the boundary BD.
5

Figure 3: Schematic view of possible orientations.
The arcs α1 and α2 represent the preimage of the
Figure 2: The two possible choices of cut and paste double arc.
for a simple double arc.
and for the right possibility is
pieces, and the other corresponding to f1 keeps the (3)
resulting curve connected. The curve f0 |BD is one rf |BDsF “ rf0 |BDsF rδs´1 rf0 |BDs´1 rf1 |BDsF rδsF ,
F
F
of the three curves, namely, the one that has pieces
(4)
defined by both smoothings. The curve f1 |BD is the
f0 |BD “ βδ ´1 , f1 |BD “ βδγ.
single curve resulting from the two smoothings. The
curves f0 |BD and f1 |BD depend only on f |BD and on
Refer to the proof of [14, Lemma 4.7] for the calculathe preimages, on BD, of the endpoints of α.
tions resulting to the above equations. Note that the
Now we give details of the formula expressing placement of the preimages and the case that happens
rf |BDsF in terms of rf0 |BDsF and rf1 |BDsF , where can be deduced from the boundary curve f |BD. After
F is a regular neighborhood of the curve in BM , and that, one of the pictures in Figure 3 is fixed. From
BD “ S 1 is given a fixed orientation once and for it the parts β, γ, δ,  of the curve are computed. The
all. Let α connect points x and y of BM , and give α conjugator curve corresponding to the double arc α
a direction say from y to x. Let tx1 , x2 u “ f ´1 pxq is  (in the left possibility) or δ (in the right possibiland ty1 , y2 u “ f ´1 pyq. Then depending on the place- ity). These turn out to be essential in our algorithm.
ment of the points xi , yi on the circle, two possibil- We summarize in the following.
ities can happen, depicted in Figure 3. (There are
actually two more possibilities, obtained by reversing Lemma 2.3 The curves f0 |BD, f1 |BD and the conthe orientation of α, but we can actually choose the jugator curve can be computed from f |BD if the pair
orientation of α and can thus ignore these two addi- of self-intersections are known. Moreover, a curve
tional cases.) For each possibility, there is a formula representing the right hand side of formula 1 or 3,
expressing rf |BDsF in terms of the rfi |BDsF , i “ 0, 1, whichever applies, can be explicitly computed in linin π1 pF, x0 q, where the basepoint is the image of the ear time.
point bp0q in Figure 3. Referring to the figure, let
b, c, d, e be arcs I Ñ BD as indicated, and β, γ, δ, 
be their images under f . The formula for the left
3 Combinatorial Algorithm
possibility is

3.1
(1)
´1
rf |BDsF “ rf0 |BDsF rs´1
F rf1 |BDsF rf0 |BDsF rsF ,

The Elementary Cut-and-Paste
Tree

As described in Section 2, if the map f : pD, BDq Ñ
pM, BM q is a good general position map then the

(2) f0 |BD “ βδ, f1 |BD “ βγ ´1 δ´1 ,
6

double arcs can be removed one by one, giving rise
to a collection of maps. In this way, a binary tree
is formed whose nodes correspond implicitly to maps
and the edges correspond to the two different paste
methods for resolving a double arc of the map. This
is the background of the following definition of an
elementary cut-and-paste tree for a curve c1 : S 1 Ñ
BM .
Let Y be a subset of the set of self-intersection
points of c1 ; assume that #Y is even. Let ∆ “
tpy2j´1 , y2j q, j “ 1, . . . , |Y |{2u be a partition of the
set Y into pairs. With this partition as parameter, we
describe a procedure that either constructs a labelled
binary tree, called an elementary cut-and-paste tree
for c1 with the given parameter, or reports that the set
of pairings does not correspond to such a tree. The
edges are labelled 0 or 1. We refer to the nodes of the
tree using the label of the path from the root to the
node; these labels are words on the alphabet t0, 1u.
We denote the empty word by λ. Each node stores
some data. If P is a word on t0, 1u, the data stored on
the node described by P , called the label of the node,
contains an element ∆P of the set ∆. In addition, it
explicitly stores two curves gP , rP : S 1 Ñ BM .
The tree is constructed as follows. Start by ordering the set ∆ arbitrarily, say as indexed by j. We
present a recursive procedure. For the root, put the
first element of ∆ in the label. Set gλ “ c1 , and create two nodes as children of the root and label the
edges 0 and 1. The idea is that we assume that the
pair is connected by a double arc α in some singular disk, and compute the result of cut-and-paste on
the double arc. In more detail, we first smooth the
two self-intersection points to get a collection of three
curves. If this is not possible, the procedure fails and
stops. Note that it could be that the second intersection point to be smoothed is not a self-intersection of
the resulting curves after the first smoothing. If this
happens then the the procedure stops. Otherwise,
we get three curves and g0 is the curve that is “incident” to two smoothings. See Figure 2. The map
g1 is the single curve resulting from smoothings of
the two intersection points. By knowing the pair of
self-intersection points we can explicitly compute the
curves g0 and g1 and store them as labels of the corresponding children. The curve rλ is the conjugator

curve of the imaginary singular disk. This curve can
be computed explicitly by Lemma 2.3. For i “ 0, 1,
define Yi Ă Y to be the set of those elements whose
intersection points both are self-intersection points of
gi . We then recurse to the nodes 0 and 1 with the ordered sets Y0 and Y1 . The recursion stops when there
are no more self-intersection points. The leaves therefore contain labels with no self-intersection points
from Y and no conjugator curve and a simple curve as
gP . This finishes the construction of the elementary
cut-and-paste tree.
Lemma 3.1 Let c1 : S 1 Ñ BM be a PL curve. Given
a set of parameters ∆ with n “ |∆|, there is an algorithm that runs in time Op2n ppnqq for some polynomial p and constructs an elementary cut-and-paste
tree for c1 using parameter ∆ if such a tree exists, or
returns “fail”.

3.2

The General Cut-and-Paste Tree

We define here the general notion of a cut-and-paste
tree combinatorially as a data structure. We shall
see later that the definition originates from all possible resolutions of certain singular disks in a tower
of covering spaces appearing in the proof of the Loop
Theorem.
Let Σ Ă BM be the set of self-intersection points
of a curve c1 : S 1 Ñ BM and assume #Σ is even. The
tree is defined only in this case. Let Π “ pΣ1 , . . . , Σk q
be an ordered partition of Σ, that is, the sets Σi
are disjoint and their union equals Σ. An ordered
partition is called even if each of its sets has an
even number of elements. Next, for each set Σi , let
∆i be a partition of its elements into ordered pairs,
∆i “ tpyi,2j , yi,2j´1 q, j “ 1, . . . , |Σi |{2u.
We describe now a procedure that given any Σ, any
even ordered partition Π of Σ, and any fixed set of
pairs ∆1 , . . . , ∆k either constructs a labelled binary
tree, called the cut-and-paste tree with given parameters, or reports that the input does not correspond to
such a tree. Like an elementary cut-and-paste tree,
each edge is labeled 0 or 1 and the nodes are determined by paths from the root. Let P be the path of a
node. The node given by P has a label consisting of
the following data: an element ∆P of ∆j for some j,
7

a curve gP : S 1 Ñ BM which is explicitly stored and
self-intersects on the two points in ∆j , and a second
curve rP : S 1 Ñ BM called the conjugator curve.
The procedure for constructing the tree works inductively as follows. Let T1 be an elementary cutand-paste tree constructed for the parameter ∆1 for
the curve c1 by Lemma 3.1. If there is no such tree,
we stop and the process fails. Now assume Ti is constructed, and we proceed to construct Ti`1 , i ă k.
Consider a leaf of Ti having path P . To this leaf is
assigned a curve gP . Consider the set ∆i`1 of pairs
of self-intersections of c1 . Let ∆1i`1 be those intersection points that are also intersection points of gP .
Construct an elementary cut-and-paste tree T for the
set ∆1i`1 and the curve gP by Lemma 3.1. Then we
merge the root of T with the leaf P . The data of the
leaf is kept for the new node other than the pair of
self-intersection points that is given by the root of T .
The tree Ti`1 is obtained after performing this for all
the leaves. At the end, the cut-and-paste tree defined
by the given parameters is T “ Tk . Observe that the
curves of the leaf nodes of T are simple curves.

3.3

1 or 3. We consider the formula for the based curves
(i.e., the terms in it are based curves). The curves
appearing in the chosen formula have been computed
already and stored in the labels. We then take the
right hand side, and replace the at most two appearances of the symbol rgP1 0 s by the product computed
for the node P 0. Similarly, for gP1 1 . The resulting
expression is the product assigned to the node P .
We continue in a bottom-up manner. After the
root node is processed, we have a formal product of
1
the rgL
s, where L is a path from the root to a leaf,
and the rrP1 s for all P and their inverses. We claim
that the product has Opm3m{2 q terms. Consider the
longest path from a leaf to the root. Let apnq be
the size of the expression for a node on this path,
where ap0q “ 1 and aplq is the number of terms for
the expression of the root, where l is the size of the
path. Then apnq ď 3apn ´ 1q ` 2, where we count two
conjugator curves for each node. The bound follows
since there are at most m{2 levels in the tree. The
element defined by this product is called the class of
the cut-and-paste tree and denoted by epT q. A curve
representing this class can be found from this formal
product by concatenating the curves appearing in it.
Observe that the class e is in the normal subgroup
1
generated by the classes gL
for all leaf paths L.

The Class of a Cut-and-Paste Tree

Let G0 be the space c1 pS 1 q Ă BM , i.e., a graph on
the surface BM . We will assign, to a general cut-andpaste tree T built for a curve c1 : S 1 Ñ BM and a
fixed parameter set, an element epT q P π1 pG0 q. To
be precise we have to deal with the basepoint. Let
x0 P c1 pS 1 q be an arbitrary point, which will serve as
the basepoint for the fundamental group. Now curves
gP and rP , for all P , have to be based, that is, connected to the basepoint. We will do this by defining
for every curve gP and rP a simple path on c1 pS 1 q
that connects the basepoint to a point on gP , rP . If
the path for gP is qP then define gP1 “ qP´1 gP qP and
similarly for rP1 ; note that these new curves can easily
be computed when computing gP , rP . The class of
1
the tree is defined as a formal product of classes of gL
1
and rP , where L is a leaf. We start from the leaves
and go up the tree, writing a product for a node using
those of its children. To each node then is assigned a
1
formal product. To a leaf L is assigned rgL
s. Consider
the node P . The pair of self-intersection points in the
label of P and the curve gP fix one of the equations

3.4

Algorithm

Here we present the algorithm for deciding if a given
curve with self-intersections on the boundary of a 3manifold is contractible or not. See Algorithm 1. The
input to the algorithm is a triangulation T of a manifold M . The curve is given as a piecewise linear curve
c : S 1 Ñ BT , where BT is the set of those triangles
of T that are incident to only one tetrahedron. By
convention c is in general position. The contractibility algorithm uses a subroutine SContract; see Algorithm 2.
To finish the presentation of the algorithm we need
to explain what we mean by removing and reintroducing self-intersections of a curve c1 : S 1 Ñ M . A
self-intersection point of c1 is removed by pushing one
branch of the curve slightly into the interior of M
so as to remove the self-intersection. The inverse of
this is called reintroducing the self-intersection point.
8

Data: The triangulation T of a 3-manifold M
and a PL curve c into BT
Result: YES if rcsM “ 1 and NO otherwise
if rcsB “ 1 then
return YES;
end
for each subset X of self-intersection points of c
do
Let cX be the curve obtained from c by
removing the self-intersections not in X;
Compute a graph GX isomorphic to
cX pS 1 q Ă M ;
Let a1 , . . . , aw be a set of simple loops of GX
that form a basis for the loop space;
For each i P t1, . . . , wu, compute a subcurve
si : S 1 Ñ BM of c by reintroducing
intersections in the image of ai in BM ;
if SContractpsi q=YES for all i then
return YES;
end
end
return NO;
Algorithm 1: The contractibility algorithm.

Data: A triangulation T of a 3-manifold M and
a PL curve s on the boundary BT
Result: YES or fail. If the algorithm returns
1
YES, then the input curve is
2
contractible. If the algorithm returns
3
“fail”, then the input curve is not
4
special.
1 for all possible parameters of a general
5
cut-and-paste tree for s do
2
Try to construct the cut-and-paste tree and
its labels from the given parameters, using
6
the procedure of Section 3.2;
3
if the parameters define a general
7
cut-and-paste tree T then
4
if for all leaves defined by paths L,
8
rgL s “ 1 then
5
Write the class of the cut-and-paste
tree e “ epT q P π1 pBT, x0 q as a
9
formal product using Section 3.3;
10
6
if rssB “ e then
11
7
return YES;
12
8
end
13
9
end
10
end
11 end
Note that this is just a simple and convenient way of 12 return fail;
describing the graph G and it is easy to compute Algorithm 2: The special contractibility algorithm
G combinatorially, without reference to M . (The
SContract.
correct way of thinking about the curve c with its
self-intersections not in X removed is to assume that
there is a covering space of the manifold, or of a the 3-manifold to be orientable, but we can safely asneighborhood of the curve in BM , such that the curve sume so from the beginning: Indeed, c is contractible
lifts in that covering space to a curve that has self- in the non-orientable 3-manifold M if and only if, in
intersection from X only. Then the graph GX is iso- the two-sheeted orientable cover of M , the curve c
morphic with the lift. These notions will be clarified lifts to a closed contractible curve, and we can easily
in the rest of the paper.)
build the two-sheeted orientable cover and the lift.)
The notion of special curve is used in the subrou- The second blackbox is on line 1 of the main algotine SContract, and we postpone its definition to Sec- rithm and on line 6 of the SContract subroutine,
tion 4; for now, we note only that every special curve where we check one PL curve on a 2-manifold to
is contractible.
be contractible, or (equivalently) two PL curves with
We use two black boxes in the algorithm. The first basepoint on a 2-manifold to be homotopic; this can
one is on line 4 of the SContract subroutine where be done by using the algorithms by Lazarus and Riwe decide if a simple curve on BM is contractible vaud [18] or Erickson and Whittlesey [9]. The details
in M , and this can be done using normal surface the- of these steps are deferred to Appendix B. The analyory by Haken and Schubert [23] as analysed by Hass sis of the running time of the algorithm follows easily,
et al. [12] and Agol et al [1]. (Agol et al. require and is also deferred to Appendix B; in short, the first
9

black box is an exponential-time algorithm, run on
curves that have complexity linear in the input size,
whereas the second one is a linear-time algorithm,
run on curves that have complexity exponential in
the input size; both black boxes are used exponentially many times.
One part of the correctness proof is easy:

that the reader has a familiarity with the basic notions of combinatorial and algebraic topology, like
fundamental groups, covering spaces, regular neighborhoods, etc.; see, e.g., Hatcher [13].
The main theoretical background for the proof of
the correctness of our algorithm is the Loop Theorem and the method of its proof. We state a theorem
that is essentially the same as the Loop Theorem but
Lemma 3.2 If the algorithm return YES then the extended to provide more information. During the
input curve c is contractible in M .
proof of this theorem, we manage to extract combinatorial data from the proof. This information is used
Proof. First consider SContract. If it returns YES to prove the correctness of our algorithm. A version
then its input curve s is contractible. This is because of the classical Loop Theorem was stated in Theothen e, which is in the normal subgroup generated by rem 1.2. Historically, the Loop Theorem originates
1
, is contractible, and so is s by line 6. Therefore, as the famous Dehn’s Lemma which was stated and
gL
if Algorithm 1 returns YES then, in the notation of used by Dehn [5]. The first correct proof was given
the algorithm, there exists some X Ă Σ such that the by Papakyriakopoulos [19] using the theory of covering spaces. Later Shapiro and Whitehead [24] presubcurves s1 , . . . , sw of GX are contractible.
Let G “ GX be the graph given by assumption sented a simpler proof of an extension of the Dehn’s
and let h : G Ñ cpS 1 q be the map that is defined by Lemma. This proof is the basis for the next extension
reintroducing self-intersection points. There exists a by Stallings [25]. Indeed, we heavily use the proof of
curve c1 : S 1 Ñ G such that h ˝ c1 “ c. Let a1 , . . . , aw this extended version, which can be found also in [14]
be as in the algorithm description. Then π1 pGq is a and [22]. We refer to [22] for a self-contained proof.
free group generated by classes of the form rbi ai b´1
i sG We cite [24] as the most geometric and elegant expowhere bi is a path connecting the basepoint to the sition which also requires a reference to the original
loop ai , for i “ 1, . . . , w. Now rc1 sG can be written paper of Papakyriakopoulos for completeness.
as a product of rbi ai b´1
i sG and their inverses. Let
F0 be a regular neighborhood of the curve in BM . Theorem 4.1 Assume c is a contractible closed
Then rcsF0 “ rhpc1 qsF0 can be written as a product curve on the boundary BM of a 3-manifold M ; let
F0 be a regular neighborhood of c. Then there exist
of rhpbi ai b´1
i qsF0 and their inverses. To show that
1
, with N ď 3pm`nq2m{2 , such that:
curves
g11 , . . . , gN
rcs “ 1 it is enough to show that for all i, rhpai qs “ 1
1
with respect to any basepoint. However, hpai q has
• rcsF0 P prg11 sF0 , . . . , rgN
sF0 q, i.e., rcsF0 is in the
1
been checked by SContract to be contractible. So
normal subgroup generated by rg11 sF0 , . . . , rgN
sF0 ,
the given curve c is contractible.
• each gi1 consists of a simple curve gi , which
is obtained by a smoothing of all of the selfintersection points of c, and a simple path that
4 Computational Aspects of
connects gi to the basepoint,

the Loop Theorem: Proof of
Correctness

• for each i, gi (hence gi1 ) is contractible in M .

The goal in this section is to prove that if rcs “
1 then the algorithm returns YES. Together with
Lemma 3.2, this proves the correctness of the algorithm. However, we need to introduce some concepts
and state some lemmas. From this point, we assume
10

In the rest of this section, we define certain concepts needed for the proof of Theorem 4.1 and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 which contain the main technical
arguments for the correctness of the algorithm. The
rest of the proofs is deferred to Appendix C. The following lemma is used in the argument.

Lemma 4.2 ([14, Lemma 4.9]) If the compact 3- of the tower.
manifold M has a boundary component which is not
We call a curve c a special curve if there exists a
a 2-sphere, then it has a connected double covering. tower of covering spaces (of a part of the manifold
containing c) for which c lifts to a simple curve on
The following considerations appear in the proofs a sphere on top of the tower. This definition sufof the Loop Theorem, see, e.g., [14], and we briefly fices for our purposes. Note that a special curve is
indicate them as they form an essential part of the contractible.
theory behind the algorithm. Since rcs “ 1, there exists a general position map f : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q Lemma 4.3 (Reduction to Special Curves)
such that BD “ S 1 and f |BD “ c. By standard ar- Let c : S 1 Ñ BM . Let Σ be the set of self-intersection
guments, we can assume D is triangulated and f is a points of c. If rcs “ 1 then there exists a subset
piecewise linear map since we are allowed to change X Ă Σ with the following property. Let the graph
f by a homotopy. Let V0 Ă M be a regular neigh- G “ GpXq be obtained from cpS 1 q by removing
borhood of the image f pDq. Let F0 “ V0 X BM be a self-intersections not in X. Let a , . . . , a be simple
1
w
regular neighborhood of c in BM . Note that to define loops of G generating its loop space and let s be
i
these regular neighborhoods one can use a subdivi- obtained from a by reintroducing self-intersections
i
sion of the triangulation T of M that contains the not in X. Then, for each i, s is a special curve.
i
image of f as a subcomplex.
Assume V0 has a boundary component that is not
Proof. We have just shown that if rcs “ 1 then
a 2-sphere. Then there is a double covering space
a tower exists and we set X to be the set of selfp1 : M1 Ñ V0 . By the lifting criterion for covering
intersection points of cl . Removing self-intersections
spaces (see, e.g., [13, Prop. 1.33]), since π1 pDq “ 1,
not in X from cpS 1 q gives a graph homeomorphic to
f0 lifts to a map f1 : pD, BDq Ñ pV0 , p´1
pF
qq
such
0
1
c pS 1 q. Take a simple loop of GpXq and reintroduce
that p1 f1 “ f0 . Let V1 be a regular neighborhood l
intersections not in X. Since the resulting curve does
of f1 pDq in M1 and let F1 “ V1 X p´1
1 pF0 q a regular not have an intersection point in X, it lifts to a simple
neighborhood of c1 “ f1 pBpDqq in BM1 . The procecurve on top of the tower.
dure applied to V0 and F0 can be repeated as long
as there exists a boundary component of V1 that is
We state the second lemma that is used in the proof
not a 2-sphere. In general, there is a double covering
of
the correctness of the algorithm.
pk`1 : Mk`1 Ñ Vk . The map fk : pD, BDq Ñ pVk , Fk q
´1
lifts to a map fk`1 : pD, BDq Ñ pMk`1 , pk`1 pFk qq.
The regular neighborhood of the image fk`1 pDq is Lemma 4.4 (Existence of a Cut-and-Paste Tree)
Let s : S 1 Ñ BM be a special curve on
denoted Vk`1 , and Fk`1 “ Vk`1 X p´1
k`1 pFk q is a regBM .
Then there exists a set of parameters
ular neighborhood of ck`1 “ fk`1 pBDq, a lift of ck .
pΠ,
∆
,
.
.
. , ∆k q, k “ |Π|, for which a labeled
1
It is possible to have all the fk defined on the same
cut-and-paste
tree is defined by the procedure of
triangulation of D, see the proof in [14]. Then the
Section
3.2.
Moreover,
the class of the tree expresses
standard proof of the Loop Theorem shows that the
1
rss
correctly
as
a
product
of the based curves gL
B
above tower of covering spaces is of finite height and,
1
for some l ě 0, all the boundary components of Vl are and the based conjugator curves rP of the tree. In
2-spheres. The number l is bounded from above by addition, the curves gL are all null-homotopic.
the number of singular double curves of f , see [24].
The proof is given in Appendix, Section C. EsTherefore, the curve cl lies on a 2-sphere S Ă BVl .
sentially, each elementary cut-and-paste tree correLet Fl Ă p´1
l pFl´1 q be a regular neighborhood of cl
in S. We say that c lifts to cl on top of a tower of sponds to the removal of the double arcs of a single
covering spaces when a tower of double coverings like good singular disk in one level of the tower of covering
above exists for the curve c and cl is a lift of c on top spaces above.
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Finishing the proof of correctness of the algorithm. We assume rcs “ 1 and prove that the
algorithm then returns YES. If rcs “ 1 then it follows from Lemma 4.3 that there exists a subset X of
the set of self-intersection points of X such that each
curve aj , j “ 1, . . . , w “ wpXq defined in the algorithm, si is a special curve. Then we need to show
that, if the given curve is special, then SContract
returns YES. Lemma 4.4 shows that a set of parameters exists for which the general cut-and-paste tree
for a special curve exists and whose class equals the
class of the special curve and all the gL are trivial.
Hence SContract stops and returns YES when this
set of parameters is found. This finishes the proof of
correctness.
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B

Complexity Analysis

In this section we analyse the complexity of the algorithm in detail. The input size is expressed by the
number of tetrahedra t in T , and the size n of the
curve c as a polygonal chain. Recall that m denotes
the number of self-intersections of c and is bounded
by n2 .
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This certificate can be checked in polynomial time
in its bit-length to be a valid certificate by the orbit counting algorithm of [1]. Moreover, there are at
1
most 2Opt 2q many normal surfaces that we have to
check, by [12, Lemma 6.2]. Therefore, this step of
2
the algorithm takes 2Oppm`n`tq q time deterministically and polynomial non-deterministic time. Note
that in the paper [1] the only condition for the input
manifold is orientability. We can assume this is the
case. If the given manifold is not orientable we construct an orientation double covering of it. Then our
input curve (with self-intersections) is contractible in
M if and only if it lifts to a contractible curve in the
covering, hence we can pass to the orientation double
cover which is always orientable.
Figure 4: An example of a singular disk with a closed
double curve, two double arcs, one branch point and
one triple point

In line 4 of the algorithm SContract, we need to
decide for a simple closed curve gL : S 1 Ñ BT if this
curve is contractible in the 3-manifold or not. Here is
when we use the existing algorithms. Results of the
papers [12] and [1] can be used for this purpose. We
first translate the problem to an instance of the problem addressed by Agol et al. [1], namely, deciding if
a simple closed curve in the interior of a 3-manifold
bounds an embedded surface of genus ď g. By Dehn’s
lemma, if the curve gL (on the boundary) bounds a
singular PL disk, it bounds an embedded disk. Then
by gluing new tetrahedra to the boundary BT we can
1
force gL to be a knot gL
in the interior of a mani1
1
fold M . Then gL is a knot of genus 0 in M 1 if and
only if the curve gL is contractible in M . Therefore,
1
we can compute the genus of the knot gL
in M 1 . Let
1
t “ m`n`t. The problem of deciding if the genus of
a knot is less than a given number g for an arbitrary
manifold is NP-Complete [1]. The certificate is the
normal coordinates of a fundamental normal surface.
1
Each normal coordinate is bounded by Opt1 27t qq, see
[12, Lemma 6.1]. This is because the simple curve
gL , which is of size Opm ` nq, has to be made part of
the triangulation of the manifold M 1 , and this triangulation will have size of order Opt1 q “ Opm ` n ` tq.
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In line 6 of the algorithm SContract, we need to decide if two elements of the fundamental group of the
surface BT containing the curve are equal. We have a
representative curve of both elements and we want to
decide if these two curves define the same element of
the fundamental group. This can be approached in
two different ways. The conceptually easier approach
is to consider instead of BT a neighborhood F0 of the
image of the curve cpS 1 q and check the equality in the
fundamental group π1 pF0 q “ π1 pcpS 1 qq. It follows
from the proof of correctness that the equality has to
hold in π1 pF0 q. Then one writes both curves as product of free generators and their inverses and decides if
they represent the same element. This can be done in
polynomial time in the length of the two words. Another approach is to use the results of Lazarus and
Rivaud [18] or Erickson and Whittlesey [9] and check
whether the two curves representing the two elements
are homotopic on the surface. This can be done in
linear time in the size of the input. Note that the
proof of correctness guarantees that if rss “ 1 then
with the right parameters the two sides are homotopic and it is clear that if the two curves are freely
homotopic we still can deduce the contractibility of s
from that of e. Hence homotopic can be replaced with
freely homotopic here. The running time of this step
is then Opn2 2m{2 q by the algorithms of [18, 9] since
the curve on the right hand side is a concatenation
of Op2m{2 q subcurves of c.

Running time of SContract. The total number
of possible parameters for a general cut-and-paste
tree can loosely be bounded by mm{2 Bpm{2qpm{2q!,
where one first chooses a decomposition into pairs
of all self-intersection points, partitions the set of
pairs and orders the partitions. The number Bpnq
denotes the number of partitions of a set of n elements and is less than nn . It follows that there are
at most 22m log m`m different parameters. For each
set of parameters the construction of the cut-andpaste tree and a curve representing the class of the
tree takes Opm3m p1 pnqq time where p1 pq is a polynomial. There exist at most 2m{2 leaves and deciding
2
contractibility for each of them takes 2Oppm`n`tq q
time by the above. Line 6 takes linear time in
size of the curves which is then Opn2 m3m{2 q. It
then follows that the total running time for SCon2
tract is Op22m log m`m p2m p1 pnq`2m{2 ¨2Oppm`n`tq q `
n2 m3m{2 qq which is exppOppm ` n ` tq2 qq.

phic to cl pS 1 q and ι be such a homeomorphism. Let
a1 , . . . , aw be a set of simple curves of G generating
its loop space. Each curve ιpai q is a simple loop in S
hence bounds an embedded disk in Vl . These curves
are obviously special. From now on we work with a
fixed a “ aj for some j.
We choose a fixed basepoint x0 on the image of c in
BM for the fundamental group. For reasons that will
become clear later, for each self-intersection point of
c in BM we fix, once and for all, a simple path that
connects it to the basepoint. If x P BM is a selfintersection point, we denote its path by qx : I Ñ
cpS 1 q Ă BM .
For j “ l, l ´ 1, . . . , 1 set φj “ ppj |Fj q˚ : π1 pFj q Ñ
π1 pFj´1 q, where always a lift of x0 P F0 is used
as a basepoint for the fundamental groups. Moreover let φ “ φ1 φ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ φl : π1 pFl q Ñ π1 pF0 q. Let
fa : pD, BDq Ñ pVl , BVl q be the embedding of the
disk that a bounds. We now go down the tower. Let
fˆl´1 “ pl fa : pD, BDq Ñ pVl´1 , Fl´1 q. We know that

Complexity of the main algorithm. The main
algorithm makes at most pm ` nq2 calls to SConrfˆl´1 |BDsFl´1 “ ppl |Fl q˚ paq “ φl paq.
tract for each choice of the subset, since GX is a (5)
graph on m ` n vertices. The rest of the operaAs in the standard proof of the Loop Theorem, the
tions performed for each subset X are polynomial.
map
fˆ “ fˆl´1 can have only simple double curves.
Hence, in total the algorithm complexity is bounded
Using Lemma 2.1, all the closed double curves of fˆ
by exppOppm ` n ` tq2 qqq.
can be removed without introducing any new singularities and such that fˆ is unchanged on a neighRemark. We note that the only obstruction for borhood of BD, hence, we can assume that fˆ does
the algorithm to be non-deterministically polynomial not contain closed double curves. Then it is a good
time is the construction of the general cut-and-paste singular disk. An abstract elementary cut-and-paste
tree. If in a situation the tree is guaranteed to have tree can be defined for the singular disk fˆ. We call
polynomial size then the algorithm runs in polyno- this tree abstract, in contrast to the combinatorial
mial non-deterministic time, and the corresponding tree defined for a given parameter set. This tree is
problem would be in NP.
determined after fixing an ordering of the singular
double arcs of fˆ. Then starting from the root, the
two possible cut-and-paste procedures are applied to
C Existence of a Labelled Cut- a node, resulting to its two children. In this way a
tree is defined and to each node is associated a sinand-Paste Tree
gular disk. We say that the abstract elementary tree
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We use the notation of Sec- for fˆ has level l ´ 1 since fˆ is a map into Vl´1 . The
tion 4. We assume that the given curve c is con- maps corresponding to the leaves define simple curves
tractible and a tower of covering spaces is defined for on the boundary in BVl´1 . Depending on the maps,
it as in Section 4. Then c lifts to a curve cl on a sphere one of the formulas 1 and 3 apply. It follows that
on the boundary of Vl . Let G be a graph homeomor- the class rfˆ|BDsFl´1 is in the normal subgroup gen15

erated by rfˆ0 |BDsFl´1 and rfˆ1 |BDsFl´1 . By iterating
this argument, it follows that rfˆ|BDs is in the normal
subgroup generated by the set of based simple curves
corresponding to the leaves. Where a based curve we
mean when the simple curve is connected to the fixed
basepoint by a simple path that is a lift of some qx for
an intersection point x. This finishes the argument
for the stage l ´ 1 of the tower.

all these leaf-root pairs, and repeating for all levels, we obtain a tree that includes all the abstract
elementary cut-and-paste trees as subtrees. We call
the resulting tree the abstract cut-and-paste tree for
the singular disk which is the projection of fa , i.e.,
ga “ p1 p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pl fa : pD, BDq Ñ pM, BM q.
On each path from a leaf to the root of the abstract
cut-and-paste tree for ga , each pair of self-intersection
points of the curve ca appears at most once. The
Let fL1 , . . . , fLs be the maps corresponding to the
self-intersection points of the curves caj for various j
leaves of the abstract elementary cut-and-paste tree
form a partition of a subset of self-intersection points
for fˆ. The restriction of each of these maps to the
of c. This is because the lift to distinct points in
boundary is a simple curve that bounds an embedded
c . It follows that the sum of the numbers of leaves
disk in Vl´1 . These disks then are projected by pl´1 l
in all of the non-trivial abstract cut-and-paste trees
to the level l ´ 2, the result is singular disks fˆLi “
for various gaj is at most 3pm ` nq2m{2 . Since the
pl´1 fLi , i “ 1, . . . , s. These maps are treated just like
image of cl is a graph over at most m ` n vertices on
fˆ in level l ´ 1. So each will generate its own abstract
the sphere on top of the tower, hence it has at most
cut-and-paste tree. Note that the self-intersection
3pm ` nq edges.
points of fˆLi |BD are distinct from those which apIn the above procedure, after processing the botpeared in level l ´ 1. Since φl paq “ rfˆ|BDsFl´1 is in tom level of the tower of covering spaces, the class
the normal subgroup of π1 pFl´1 q generated by the
based leaf curves, we can apply the homomorphism
pφ1 φ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ φl´1 q˚ paq
φl´1 “ ppl´1 |Fl´1 q˚ : π1 pFl´1 q Ñ π1 pFl´2 q to all the
classes and deduce that pφl´1 φl qpaq is in the normal is in the normal subgroup generated by based simple
subgroup generated by the based boundary curves of curves. Since rcl sFl can be written as a product of aj
fˆL1 , . . . , fˆLs in π1 pFl´2 q, where the basepoint is again and their inverses it follows that rcsF0 is in the normal
m{2
a lift of x0 . Note that for each of the curves fˆLj , the subgroup generated by all the at most 3pm ` nq2
based
simple
curves
appearing
in
all
the
leaves
of
all
image coincides with a part of the image of the lift
the
abstract
cut-and-paste
trees
g
.
This
completes
aj
cl´2 of c other than for small neighborhoods of interthe proof of Theorem 4.1.
section points that are resolved in higher levels.
Each of the maps fˆLj generates its own abstract el- Lemma 4.4. Let s : S 1 Ñ BM be a special
ementary cut-and-paste tree and its class is contained curve on BM . Then there exists a set of parameters
in the normal subgroup generated by the based curves pΠ, ∆1 , . . . , ∆k q, k “ |Π|, for which a labeled cut-andof the leaves in that tree. It follows that pφl´1 φl q˚ paq paste tree is defined by the procedure of Section 3.2.
is in the normal subgroup generated by all the leaves Moreover, the class of the tree expresses rssB correctly
in all of the abstract cut-and-paste trees of various as a product of the based curves g 1 and the based conL
fˆLi . Therefore, leaves of the level-pl ´ 1q abstract el- jugator curves r1 of the tree. In addition, the curves
P
ementary cut-and-paste tree correspond to roots of gL are all null-homotopic.
one such tree of level l ´ 2. We continue this process down the tower of covering spaces. Any leaf of Proof. The existence of a cut-and-paste tree witha level-k abstract cut-and-paste tree corresponds to out labels is evident from the proof of Theorem 4.1.
the root of a level-pk ´ 1q tree, k “ l ´ 1, . . . , 1. Let T be an abstract cut-and-paste tree associated
We delete the leaf and put the root in its place, to a tower of covering spaces for which s lifts to a
connecting it to the leaf’s parent. Note that the simple curve on top of the tower as defined above.
merged node has level one less than that of its par- To each non-leaf node of the tree is associated a pair
ent with respect to the tower. After doing this for of self-intersection points, namely the pair connected
16

by a double arc of some lift of s. Recall that to the
node determined by a path P of T is associated a
map fP : pD, BDq Ñ pVlpP q , BFlpP q q for some integer lpP q ě 0, which is the level of the covering
space in which the pair of self-intersection points associated to P are resolved. Moreover, there exists a
conjugator curve associated to the node determined
by P that we denote by ρP : S 1 Ñ clpP q pS 1 q. Let
P 0, P 1 be the paths for the children of the node
if fP |BD is not simple. Then, two cases can happen. The first case is where lpP 0q “ lpP 1q “ lpP q.
Then we know that rfP |BDsFlpP q properly based is
written by one of the formulas 1 or 3 in terms of
based curves rfP 0 |BDsFlpP q , rfP 1 |BDsFlpP q , rρP sFlpP q
and their inverses. In the second case, we have
lpP 0q “ lpP 1q “ lpP q ´ 1. Then again we know that
rfP |BDsFlpP q´1 properly based is defined by one of the
formulas 1 or 3 in terms of rfP 0 |BDs, rfP 1 |BDs, rρP s
and their inverses. Whatever the case may be, let
pP “ p0 p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ plpP q´1 plpP q : pVlpP q , FlpP q q Ñ pV0 , F0 q.
Then gP “ pP pfP |BDq : S 1 Ñ BM is a subcurve of
c, the same is true for rP “ pP pρP q.
The tower of covering spaces defines a set of parameters pΠ, ∆1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ∆k q. The partition is given by
the level of the covering space on which a pair of selfintersections appear, when projecting the curve from
top of the tower to the lower levels. The pairing in
the same level is given obviously by the singular arc
joining the two self-intersection points.
We now show that the gP defined here for an abstract cut-and-paste tree coincide with the gP in the
definition of a cut-and-paste tree, defined for the parameters given by the tower of covering spaces. The
root of the tree satisfies g0 “ s. We show that if
for a node defined by the path P the curve gP has
been computed, then we can compute gP i and rP i ,
i “ 0, 1, with the procedure of Section 3.2. Take the
case i “ 0. Then fP 0 is defined from fP by a cutand-paste process of type 0. Therefore, fP 0 |BD is
obtained from fP |BD by the cut-and-paste of type 0.
Recall that this is the case where resolving the pair
of self-intersections of fP |BD associated to the node
results in three curves. Now gP 0 “ pP 0 pfP 0 |BDq “
pP pfP 0 |BDq or gP 0 “ pP 0 pfP 0 |BDq where pP 0 plpP q “
pP , depending on whether P and its children belong
to the same level or not. Note that in the second
17

case fP 0 “ plpP q pfP q0 , and pfP q0 is a simple curve2 .
In both cases, gP 0 equals gP “ pP pfP |BDq everywhere other than a small neighborhood of the selfintersection points resolved at the node P . Moreover,
pP is a local homeomorphism. It is then clear that
gP 0 is obtained from gP by doing the same resolution on the pair of self-intersection points. This is
the same procedure for defining labels of a node in
the cut-and-paste tree. The same argument applies
to gP 1 . For i “ 0, 1, the curve rP i is uniquely determined from gP and gP i .

D

The Case
Boundary

of

the

Torus

We apply theorem 4.1 to perhaps the simplest nontrivial case. This is when the boundary component
of M containing the curve is a torus. Manifolds with
torus boundaries play an important role in the theory of 3-manifolds. For instance, the parts of a JSJdecomposition have torus boundary [15].
Theorem 1.3. The following problem is in NP.
Given a manifold M and an arbitrary PL curve c on
a boundary component of M that is a torus, decide if
c is contractible in M .
Proof. We first claim the following: The number
of distinct homotopy classes of subcurves of c is
Opm ` nq2 . To see this, let H be the graph that
is the image of c. Let T be a spanning tree of H,
and let H 1 :“ H{T be obtained from H by contracting T . Each subcurve of c becomes a walk without
repeated edges in H 1 , which is a one-vertex graph
embedded on the torus. So the loops of H 1 fall into
at most three distinct homotopy classes, of the form
a, b, and ab (in multiplicative notation). Moreover,
the number of edges in H 1 is Opm ` nq. Since the
fundamental group of the torus is Abelian, each subcurve of c is homotopic to a loop of the form ap bq ,
where |p| and |q| are at most 2pm ` nq. The claim
follows.
Next, we show that there exists a certificate of
polynomial length for contractibility of the curve c.
2 See

the notation for the cut-and-paste operation.

By Theorem 4.1, if rcs “ 1 then rcsB is in the nor1
mal subgroup group generated by rg11 sB , . . . , rgN
sB .
By the above argument, polynomially many distinct
rgj1 sB exist. A certificate then consists of a certificate for contractibility of polynomially many gj1 as in
[1, 12], together with a formula expressing rcsB as a
linear combination of the classes of the rgj1 sB in the
certificate. The coefficients are at most exponential
in size of the curve and the triangulation as they are
upper-bounded by the size of the product expression
of the class of a cut-and-paste tree. Hence each coefficient can be described by polynomially many bits.
Now assume given a certificate as defined. We can
check the contractibility of each gj appearing in the
certificate by the algorithm of Agol et al. [1]. We can
also then check if rcsB equals the combination given
in the certificate in polynomial time. Hence we can
check if the curve is contractible in polynomial time
given a certificate of polynomial length.
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